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Abstract

A debut short story collection published in a limited-edition hardback in 2016 and in paperback in 2017. The collection contains fourteen short stories that draw on, and creatively respond to, extensive research into folk and fairy tales and related criticism. Two of the stories have been selected for inclusion in the annual Best British Short Stories, one has been translated into Arabic, one has been selected for inclusion in the AQA GCSE English syllabus and selections from the book have been taught at several universities.
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Your first book of short stories, The Museum of Shadows and Reflections, published in 2016, was long-listed for the Edge Hill Prize. What is it about the short story form that appeals to you? There's something about how deceptive the limited length is that really appeals to me. The Museum of Shadows and Reflections [Dean, Claire, Rae, Laura] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Museum of Shadows and Reflections. The Museum of Shadows and Reflections Paperback – April 6, 2017. by Claire Dean (Author), Laura Rae (Illustrator). 5.0 out of 5 stars 1 rating. Museum Of Shadows is Open Wednesday-Friday 2:00PM-10:00PM Sat 2:00PM -10:00PM And Sunday 2:00PM-10:00PM We are located at 1110 Douglas ST Omaha, Nebraska. Self Guided tours, No appointment needed. Meet - Nate & Kaleigh Raterman, curators of the Museum Of Shadows, Professional investigators, specialist's in demonology and have spent 12+ years investigating cases of the unknown. Are you dealing with a volatile haunted object? Not sure what to do? You're in luck! We can help. The curators provide safe containment, and removal of allegedly haunted objects free of charge. All items wi Thanks to popular demand and critical acclaim, we're delighted to announce the release of a new paperback edition of Claire Dean's debut short story collection, The Museum of Shadows and Reflections. If you had the bad…Continue Reading. Production Update: The Museum of Shadows and Reflections. Posted on 11 December, 2016. Leave a Comment on Production Update: The Museum of Shadows and Reflections. Our thanks to all those who purchased the unnumbered limited edition of Claire Dean’s The Museum of Shadows and Reflections. This is just your friendly neighbourhood public service announcement letti